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what “combat conditions” look like in Quiz Bowl:

- hiking 15 minutes in the rain from an off campus parking lot with three players who forgot to pack umbrellas
- playing around with the UNC marching band playing outside your window with hundreds of UNC fans chanting “Go to *, Duke.”

Still, LU’s team managed to score 11 wins under those conditions!

Photo by Jim Nutter of the Quiz Bowlers’ practice during Halloween 2015

The record as of November 2015:

- LU over UVa, 285-180
- LU over Wofford, 375-55
- LU over VCU, 340-145
- LU over South Carolina, 305-175
- LU over UVA, 270-125
- LU over College of Charleston, 165-50
- LU over VCU, 210-160
- LU over College of Charleston, 200-100
- LU over VCU, 210-120